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COMM 340 students take
a look at energy drinks
and how adding alcohol to
them can be risky

Michael Runyon
New Media editor

According to the SCSU website, the
restructuring plan will allow SCSU “To become the best comprehensive state university in the Upper Midwest, recognized by
our peers as a leader in our region.” One
result of this will be that many clerical and
staff positions will be or have been eliminated or moved.

to reduce positions. To this end, 20 clerical
positions were offered BESIs. BESI stands
for board early separation incentive.

Volume 87, Number 39
Other COMM 340 students
check out Adderall’s effects
and the abuse of selling the
drug on campus

“There was legislative authorization
nearly two years ago that gives the option
to offer a cash payment to employees when
you wish to make reduction who have at
years old,” Steven Ludwig, the vice president of administrative affairs, said.
The positions left vacant by the BESIs
weren’t necessarily those that the university wanted to eliminate. To remedy this,
the university then moved other positions
around to accommodate the vacancies.
Ludwig said that the BESIs were an

without having to resort to layoffs, adding
the contracts. If you do layoffs, you have to
give that person notice and that person has
a right to bumping which is very disruptive.”
The clerical and maintenance positions
that were given BESIs were comprised of
AFSCME union members.
Kimberly Johnson, the president of the
AFSCME union, said, “Although they say
it’s a transparent process, our membership
hasn’t been informed or asked to be part of
the process. Because our membership isn’t
at the higher level, some of the depart-

Zak Killermann
CoNtributiNg writer

We all typically share
the same rights whether we
are male or female, black
or white. However not all
of our bodies are the same,
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Erin Schaefer, an SCSU student, opened the event for human rights and sexuality.

two sexes. Women’s bodies
have the capabilities to bear
children, and with that capability comes responsibility
and certain rights. Contrary
to what one would logically
think, women do not have
full rights over their own
bodies as governed by our
country.
This past week’s Women
on Wednesday event focused
on reproductive justice, but
more directly on sexuality as
a human right.
“What is reproductive
justice?” Nikki Madsen, the
Associate Director of ProChoice Resources asked to
start the event. “First of all,
just like reproductive health,
or reproductive rights it is a
frame work that organizations and people utilize to
make change. It’s about

ments are informing us of what’s going
on and some aren’t. This causes a lot of
tension regarding our membership. Our
AFSCME members vary from clerical to
general maintenance workers to plumbers,
carpenters and mechanics. We’re the gamut
of workers on campus.”
SCSU has not hired any permanent
by AFSCME members, instead hiring temporary employees. After 60 days, the temps
become AFSCME members.
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people and communities,”
Madsen explained.
She goes on to explain
some of the core things to
learn from the event, such as
the fact that people may fear
being seen as a certain way
and thus being treated differently due to that fact. She
elaborates on an example of
a low-income LGBT community from which a women
desires to go to a local health
clinic, however she fears that
classifying herself as lesbian
will cause her to receive different treatment.
“It’s about the abilities to
make decisions about sexuality” Madsen explains, because if someone doesn’t feel
comfortable to make their
own decisions about sexuality due to fear of repression
things need to change.
There is a series of support and networks set up to
ensure and promote rights,
and that network consists of
reproductive rights, reproductive justice and reproductive health.
Reproductive Rights
consists of the legal and
advocacy side of the battle.

It is focused on the individual, and the key players
are advocated, policy makers
and lobbyists. The general focuses of reproductive
rights are abortion rights and
the option to family planning
resources.
Reproductive Health is
more about the delivery of
these services and rights that
maintain. It is focused on
the community as a whole
and about promoting and
ensuring that services are
available to all that desire
exceptional sex education
in schools. Improving and
expanding services is the key
goal of reproductive health.
“If we have the legal
rights, and we have access
to the services, what else do
we need?” Wendy Brovold,
Communications and Fundraising Direction at ProChoice Resources, rhetorically asks the audience.
Reproductive Justice
is what else we need. It is
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UPB, CSOLD will combine
Margo Christenson
Staff writer

Budget cuts and restructuring various aspects of
SCSU have been hot topics
on campus this year.
Limited funds and
restructuring have led to
changes in student activities
and programming including
the merger of the University Program Board (UPB)
and the Center for Student
Organizations and Leadership
Development (CSOLD).
UPB organizes a variety
of activities for students and
works to speakers to campus.
CSOLD heads student organizations on campus, such
as fraternities, sororities, and
Volunteer Connection.
The Academic Support,
Administrative and Operating
Program & Service Appraisal
(ASAOPSA) steering group
have made recommendations in how to better serve
the students of SCSU. The
consolidation of UPB and
CSOLD is one change that is
set to happen on campus.

Jordan Appicelli, graduate
assistant for CSOLD, says the
because the organizations will
reach more students.
“In the end you will have
a lot more people working
together which will be a positive,” Appicelli said.
Appicelli added that the
main concern is if the student
population is going to be better served.
“We will work to still
provide the students with the
same amount of resources,
events and entertainment,”
Appicelli said.
Margaret Vos, Atwood director, said she hopes that the
students.
“Anytime you make
changes, you are always hoping that things improve, that
what we have is a product that
is better, more accessible, and
is improved somehow,” Vos
said.
Vos said it’s important to

else the quality of the engagement, the quality of the
interaction, and the quality of
the development of student
leaders as within UPB,” Vos
added.
It is currently undecided
how UPB and CSOLD will
combine their resources in the
future.
“The directors of UPB
and CSOLD will meet with
Wanda Overland, the vice
president of Student Life
and Development, to develop
how to best combine their
resources in order to make the
changes in the report,” Appicelli said.
This leaves students unsure on how student programming and organizations will
be affected.
Sean-Michael D. Grooms,
UPB committee member,
hopes that little will change in
the combination.
Grooms said he’d like
UPB to “maintain their core
values.”

students.
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The clothesline project, sponsored by the Women’s Center and students for sexual assault awareness, promoted sexual assault awareness with their cloths line project.

Arju Rana
CoNtributiNg writer

There are many females
and males who are sexually
abused and do not want
to tell their experiences in
front of mass people. They
sound afraid and some are
shy to share their feelings. To
prevent form this trauma,
the National Sexual Vio-

Page 9
SCSU Women’s Choir
and Cantabile Girls’
Choir perform to bentat for Humanity.

lence Resource Center works
to address the causes and
impact of sexual violence
through collaboration,
prevention efforts and the
distribution of resources.
National Sexual Violence
Resource Center provides
national leadership, consultation and technical assistance
to those people who are
abused in their life. The four
guest speakers, Sarah, Ann,

Softball plays through tough week

Desiree, and Kimber were
survivors from sexual abuse
had shared their gruesome
experience about their personal life in the conference.
These speakers are now
volunteers for the National
Sexual Violence Resource
Center where, they are provided prevention strategies.

Assault Page

Page 9
The softball team
played through a
tough week, losing
to WSC, SMSU and
UMD before winning against BSU.
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Mixing caffeine and alcohol proves risky
Doctors are warning
students of the effects of
combining alcohol and
energy drinks, saying
individuals who drink
the two together feel
considerabley more
sober than someone who
drank only alcohol.
David McCoy
Contributing Writer
Hannah Swift
Staff Writer

It’s Thursday. Evan Knudsen
just got out of his last afternoon
theater class.
As he walks back to his apartment, he calls up his friends to begin
to plan the night’s festivities.
Many college students drink on
the weekends – starting on Thursday. For Knudsen, Thursday nights
are just the beginning of a weekend
full of “extracurricular activities,”
such as beer pong, categories, and
shooting pool at the bars.
“Thursdays are my favorite
nights of the week downtown,”
Knudsen said.
After getting home from class,
some food and a nap are needed
to make sure he’s ready for a night
of hanging out with friends, and of
course, drinking. But not everyone
has the opportunity to recharge after
to energize themselves for a night
downtown.
An investigation on alcoholic
energy drinks shows the risk may
outweigh the pleasure from this new
twist on mixed drinks.
Four Loko, Rockstar Vodka,
Sparks and Joose have recently
become popular among the college
crowd. These beverages have the
powerful combination of alcohol
and caffeine that many desire in
order to stay out later and party
longer.
Dr. Christopher Buck of Student
Health Services at SCSU said these
new alcoholic energy drinks are a
cause for serious concern.
“It creates the ‘wide awake
drunk,’ which I think is extremely
dangerous,” Buck said.
At a recent seminar titled “The
Good, the Bad, and the Ugly” Buck
presented information about cafdangers associated with the drug.
He said studies have shown that
people who drink caffeine and alcohol feel more sober when compared
with people who had only alcohol
in their system, even when they are
equally or more intoxicated.
For students like Knudsen, the
party starts before heading to the
bars. “Pre-gaming,” which usually
consists of taking shots, playing
drinking games, and getting buzzed
before heading downtown, can
begin as early as 6 p.m.
“I usually head downtown
around 11 or 12 at night,” Knudsen
said. “Most of the time, we start at
the Press or the Carpet and end the
night at McRudy’s.”
Knudsen said he doesn’t usually
have money to afford alcohol mixed
with energy drinks, because the
cost of a “Jäg-bomb,” Jägermeister
mixed with Redbull, can run as
high as $7. However, Knudsen also
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2005.
said that if the alcohol mixed with
energy drinks were priced the same

nitely choose the one with caffeine.
Buck said caffeine mixed with
alcohol disrupts the body’s natural
defenses.
“Caffeine is a stimulant, so it
keeps you awake. One of ways you
feel drunk is how sleepy you are,”
Buck said. “Your body’s defense
against alcohol poisoning is to try
to get you to fall asleep before you
drink too much. If you stay awake
you can drink more, you can fool
that.”
Four Loko, a pre-mixed, caffeinated alcoholic beverage, has
increased in popularity due to recent
media exposure. The FDA was
under pressure to ban the beverage after several people around the
country reached dangerously high
blood alcohol levels while drinking
it, or other similar brands. These
incidences have garnered Four Loko
the nickname, “blackout in a can.”
“There are many other dangers
associated with the beverages,” Buck
said.
“Other studies have shown that
people who consume energy drinks
with alcohol are more likely to be
arrested for a DUI – no surprise
there, people thought they were
more sober than they actually
were,” Buck said. “People are also
more likely to be sexually assaulted
or perform a sexual assault.”
According to the Hofstra
Chronicle website, the “Four” in
Four Loko comes from the drink’s
original four main ingredients: alcohol, caffeine, taurine, and guarana.
“Caffeine is a naturally occurring substance, and its main purpose
in the human body is to stimulate
the central nervous system,” Dr.
Buck said.
Taurine and Guarana are
common ingredients in energy
drinks. According to an article by
Mayo Clinic nutritionist, Katherine
Zeratsky, Taurine is naturally found
often used as a dietary supplement.
Guarana is a creeping shrub native to the Amazon rain forest. Like
Taurine, it is also used in dietary
supplements because caffeine has
been proven to be an appetite suppressant.

GRAPH RECREATED BY HANNAH SWIFT

Original Source: www.reportermag.com “Infographic: Energy Drink Market.”
The Associate Press reported
that in a statement by Fusion Products, the company that makes Four
Loko, they plan to remove caffeine
and two other ingredients from its
beverages. Fusion Products did not
say what the two other ingredients
are that they are removing.
Minnesota is one of the states
that is currently debating banning
Four Loko and possibly all other
alcoholic energy drinks as well.
banned Four Loko: Washington,
Utah, Oklahoma, Michigan, and
New York.
For some students the fact that
the drinks are being banned increases their appeal. The increased
demand for the “original” Four
Loko drinks, containing caffeine and
alcohol, has skyrocketed. They are
even being auctioned on Ebay.
“If it’s going to be illegal it’s got
to be good,” Knudsen said about
the draw of Four Loko drinks.
Knudsen’s attitude is not
uncommon, which is what worries
Extreme drinking habits among
young people won’t stop with the
banning of these substances, but it
may help raise awareness about the
dangers of becoming the “wideawake drunk.”

“...P

eople who consume energy drinks with alcohol are more likely
to be arrested for a DUI - no surprise there, people thought they were more
sober than they actually were.”
Dr. Christopher Buck
SCSU Student Health Services
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Joose, an energy drink with alcohol content, was introduced in the United States in 2007.

Energy drinks used

“
I didn’t start drinking energy drinks until I
got into college. I never had any reason to drink

them before ... it feels like now coffee isn’t enough
for me anymore. ”
Kelsey Cho
Junior, SCSU
Nick Minell
Contributing Writer
Mandi Chapman
Contributing Writer

and late nights of studying ahead, the
need to stay awake and alert becomes
more necessary and students turn
to substances that stimulate to assist
them.
“I didn’t start drinking energy
drinks until I got into college. I never
had any reason to drink them before,”
Kelsey Cho, SCSU junior, said.
Drinks like coffee for some
students have become mundane and
don’t pack the punch they once used
are turning to energy drinks.
“It feels like now coffee isn’t
enough for me anymore,” Cho said.
She drinks one energy drink a day,
but on nights that she has a test the
day before or a paper due she will
drink two or more.
There are many statistics on caffeine and energy drink content. On
coffee contains about 13.4 mg per
ounce while red bull contains about
9.5 mg/oz., but what else is in energy
drinks to achieve that desired buzz?
Guarana seeds, a common
ingredient in energy drinks, contain
anywhere from four to eight percent
caffeine while coffee beans contain
approximately one to two and a half
percent caffeine according to About.
com’s medical review board.
Some other common ingredients
include: taurine, ginseng, ginkgo
bilboa, and various sugars.
John Hohenstein, a senior and
marketing major at SCSU, is cautious
of caffeine because it can be addictive
like many other drugs.
“I only take energy shots this time
of the semester,” Hohenstein said. “I
don’t want to build up a tolerance or
become dependent on it like smoking
or chewing.”
Hohenstein is feeling the pressure
to study early this year.
“I have not taken any energy
shots this semester until this week,
continue to use it as long as I’m sleep

deprived,” Hohenstein said.
There are different options for
“I’ve gotten sick in the past after
drinking too many sugar loaded
energy drinks,” Hohenstein said.
so it’s the only one I buy. I also drink
cappuccinos and take occasional
naps.”
According to many colleges and
universities encourage at least two to
three hours of study for every credit.
Doing the math, this means students who have 15 credits should be
studying for 30 to 45 hours a week.
“I guess I’ve been drinking energy
drinks more and more the longer I’ve
been here,” Cho said, referring to
SCSU. “I usually drink more when I
pull an all-nighter.”
With all of the caffeine and
energy substances being taken, the
chemicals are bound to leave the
body and cause a crash.
This crash is the product of the
energy drink’s quick solution to a
person’s low energy level.
The sugar and caffeine both
create quick bursts of energy, and
as both substances leave a person’s
system the energy goes with them.
But what are other ways, besides
the cup of coffee to counteract these
crashes?
Some people, like 21-year-old,
Tucker Fisher simply reach for another energy drink. Fisher says he’ll
have two or sometimes three a day.
“It depends on the day, like, if I
have a test or if I have an early shift
at work I’ll usually have more,” Fisher
said.
On campus, Quick Zone: GrabN-Go, sells a barrage of energy
drinks to students including Amp,
Rockstar, Starbucks energy drinks,
and Red Bull which has its own
half-sized fridge with multiple sizes to
select from.
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Adderall has 37 possible side effects, which can range from nervousness and dry mouth all the way to blistering skin and suicidal thoughts.

Students use, abuse Adderall
Disclaimer: Some of the
names in this story have been
changed to protect the identities
of the sources.

The sun is coming up and Ashley is entering the sixth hour of her
most recent study marathon. Ashley
spent all of her time the previous
day in class before having to work
her part-time job. As she starts to
give in to exhaustion, she knows
head, she is not ready. She contemplates downing another energy
drink, but those just give her a headache. There has to be another way.
Luckily, for Ashley there is a way.
Her roommate has a prescription
for Adderall, a drug she calls an
academic “magic pill.”
If you were to ask the American
College Health Association how
many students used substances in
the “other drugs” category, they
percent.
SCSU students have used drugs like
Adderall in the last 30 days.
Bear in mind that this is in a
survey sent out via student e-mail, to
which student names and information are attached. Please also realize
that “other drugs” includes anything
but alcohol, tobacco and marijuana.
If you were to ask a college
seem to represent the true nature
and frequency of Adderall usage
among their peers.
In response to narrowing
employment opportunities and a
shrinking checkbook balance, students are under more pressure than
ever to excel in their work, internships, classes and extra-curricular
activities. In order to combat these
pressures, an increasing amount of
students are turning to Adderall.
Adderall, a federally controlled
stimulant used to treat Atten(ADHD), is an amphetamine that
comes in dosages up to 30 milligrams. These levels are comparable
to a low dosage of “speed.”
“When you’re taking chemicals
that aren’t prescribed for you, the
intent shifts more into the abusing spectrum of things,” Rob Reff,
Assistant Dean of Students for
Chemical Health and Outreach
Programming, said. “Folks without
ADHD or related disorders, you’re
over stimulating that area which can
cause the opposite effect, because
you over stimulated that area it
doesn’t function as well, it’s not
producing the same effect.”
Ashley is desperate. She is nervous, but she knows this is the only
roommate $5 and snorts a 30 mg
pill of Adderall, because according
to her friends, “it hits you harder
that way.”
“I tried it in high school my seit,” said Pat*, a prescribed student
who sells and uses Adderall.
“I had a math test in high
school; I didn’t study for the test at
all, totally forgot that I had the test
and everything, took the Adderall
right when I got to school and got
to my math test and was freaking
out because I didn’t study at all, and
somehow I just knew everything,”
Pat said. “It was like I could tap into
a part of my brain that I just never
knew I had.”
Pat began college earning Bs
and Cs. In his second year, he
started taking higher level classes
and working full-time, eventually
causing him to drop out of school.
Upon attending school again, Pat
was prescribed Adderall.
“It went great, I had my best
semester ever, high school or college
or anything,” Pat said. “It felt great
because I was doing all these things
that I just had never been doing;
little things, bigger things, I was just
accomplishing a lot more.”

Adderall kept her awake and for the
everything she studied. She returns
to her apartment feeling accomplished but realizes she hasn’t eaten
for at least a day, let alone slept.
Food can wait; she needs to crash.
According to the National Center for Biotechnology Information,
Adderall has 37 possible side effects,
which can range from nervousness and dry mouth all the way to
blistering skin and suicidal thoughts.
In one case, these side effects were
so severe that a Vanderbilt student
killed himself after abusing Adderall.
“Loss of sleep, that’s the biggest
negative side effect for me that I
have to deal with,” said Pat.
Reff was quick to point out that
safety can be of issue when taking a
drug not prescribed to you by a physician, but amidst concern, students
do not appear to be worried.
without knowing, aspirin kills more
people than Adderall,” Pat said.
year of college, she knows that she
can’t give up now. She has a presentation coming up and procrastinated
until the last minute. Rather than
panic Ashley calls her roommate
from last year to get another pill
pended for the semester after getting
caught selling Adderall in class.
Students like Pat commit a
felony every time they sell their
prescription drugs to their peers. In
most police departments, Adderall
falls under the jurisdiction of the local drug task force. However, when
area police were asked about their
professional experience, they were
unable to comment due to lack of
exposure to the issue.
“If I were a student I’d be more
concerned about getting a felony
charge on my record for drug possession,” Reff said, “and once you
have a felony on your record it’s
going to be very hard to get jobs
and employment and you can serve
Despite the consequences, it
is apparent that students who are
prescribed Adderall continue to sell
it to students who self-medicate.
Some doctors and pharmacies
have attempted to curb illegal activity surrounding Adderall by limiting
the supply and frequency of prereluctant to write him a prescription
for Adderall.
“Doctors usually prescribe the
amount a patient would need, and
for Adderall that is usually a month’s
supply or so,” Gary Hanson, pharmacist at the SCSU Health Services
Pharmacy, said.
Ashley failed her presentation
but she realizes she has no one to
blame but herself. She knows that
she cannot rely on a pill to solve
all of her problems. Ashley considers this a learning experience but
decides that if she’s ever going to
take Adderall again, it will be with a
prescription.
An informal anonymous survey
apart of a six-week student investigation was given to a random
sample of 52 SCSU students in the
last month. The survey indicated
that 17.3 percent had claimed to
have used Adderall without a prescription.
Adderall can be habit-forming
and using it without a prescription is
considered substance abuse.
Students who think they have
a problem with drug abuse can
seek help through Campus Health
Services or Counseling and Psychological Services.
The Central Minnesota Mental
can be reached at (320) 253-5555 or

Former Adderall seller discusses decision
to take and sell the controversial pill
The following interview was
done with a former Adderall
seller who has asked to remain
anonymous.
Q: Tell me about when you
started taking Adderall.
A: Well, my doctors always tried
to put me on it, everyone in my
family is on it, and they tried to put
me on it when I was in elementary
school, but I always refused to take it
because I didn’t want to be a statistic.
So I didn’t start taking it until I got
to college, because that’s when I really felt the effects and when I really
needed it.
Q: What’s your dosage?
A: I actually take a pretty low
dosage, compared to the rest of my
family. I only take a 10 milligram a
day, generally.
you?
A: I don’t think I could function a
full day without it. I’m either way too
down in the dumps or way too jittery,
and I think it balances me out.

doesn’t seem like a lot.
Q: Do those people, in your view,
do well in school?
A: They do better in school than
some other people I know. So, yeah.
ever sold an Adderall pill?
A: Actually, shortly after I was
prescribed them. I was still hesitant
about taking them, and I was like,
‘Well, I’m only going to take them
as I need them right now, and then
slowly go into taking them regularly.’
them, I had extra. So it wasn’t like I
was selling the stuff I needed, I was
selling the stuff I had extra of.
Q: So you’ve never gone without
in order to sell it?
A: Correct.
Q: How many times have you
sold Adderall to someone to whom it
was not prescribed?
A: Three times. Exactly.
Q: Were you worried at all about
the legal implications of that?

Q: Do you accept now that you
take Adderall, or do you still have a
problem with that?
A: I accept it more now, just
because I understand that it’s not
something I’m taking to look cool.
Whereas in high school I feel like a
lot of kids, and in like middle school,
people said, ‘Oh, I’m taking Adderall’ because they thought it was
cool-sounding. But now I realize that
I actually really do need it, so it’s not,
you know. It affects me differently.

thinking about that. I was like, ‘Oh,
well I can make a ton of money,
because these people, they need it
and I need the money.’ So not a
huge deal. But by the second time,
when someone actually mentioned
it to me, they’re like, ‘Do you realize
what you’re doing?’ I was like, ‘Oh
my gosh.’ And then I cut it off, pretty
quick. Only three times, and by the
second time, I was like ‘Oh no, we

Q: What do you think about college students using Adderall who do
not have a prescription?
A: I think that it is done too frequently. I think that a lot of students
could have easily done without it,
and that they are still trying to do the
whole, ‘Look at me, I can take Adderall,’ or ‘Hey, do you want Adderall?’
or they’re making up these ridiculous
effects that it will have if you take so
many of them. I do feel like some
students really do need it, and they
aren’t prescribed it, because they
don’t know how to get a prescription,
or their doctors don’t realize that they
do need it. I think it’s a lot more common that people need it now than
before.

Q: How much did you charge?
A: Probably more than I should
have. I don’t really know what a
good price for it was, but for like a 10
milligram, I charged like a buck per
milligram. I don’t really know that
pricing of it, but that’s what I did. So
it was like 10 bucks for a pill.

Q: How many people would you
say you know that take Adderall that
don’t have a prescription?
A: Surprisingly, not very many.
Maybe like 10. And maybe that seems
like a really high number, but I know
a lot of people. So 10, in my eyes, it

out.’

Q: When was the last time you
sold Adderall?
A: Almost a year ago.
Q: Would you consider doing it
again, if somebody asked you?
A: Probably not. Just because I’m
back on a regular dosage, and I’m not
peoples’. Basically, now what I do is,
if people say, ‘Do you know anyone
I can buy Adderall from?’ knowing
that they’re meaning, ‘Hey, can I buy
some of your Adderall?’ I usually go,
‘No, but this is what you should tell
your doctor to get on it.’ I kind of
divert it a little bit.

Q: When you sold it to somebody,
was it just kind of, ‘My friend asked
me, so I’m going to sell it to them,’ or
did you feel like they really needed it?
A: It was ‘Wow, they really need
this,’ because the people that I sell it
to, I didn’t know them for very long.
They weren’t my close friends who I
knew, ‘Hey, they need this.’
Q: If it hadn’t been prescribed to
you, do you think you would take it
recreationally?
A: I wouldn’t say recreationally.
But, maybe. Maybe if I had tried it
once and it was helping. I could see
how, you see your test scores improving, you’re like, ‘Wow.’ I think a lot
people are like, ‘Oh, this is gonna
work,’ so they automatically study
more. I think if you did a placebo
effect and got people to take sugar
pills and told them it was Adderall, it
would work just the same.
Q: Oh yes?
A: For me, I can feel the effects.
Like it balances out your internal
elements. It makes you feel better
when you need it. If not, it can affect
you like 32 cups of coffee. From one
20 milligram, it can affect you like 32
cups of coffee.
Q: For someone not like you,
to whom it hasn’t been prescribed,
someone you might sell it to: do you
think the reason they need it is preventable by them, say if they studied
more, studied earlier? Or do you
think it’s somebody who genuinely,
mentally needs it?
A: I think it can be a bit of both.
Generally, the people who really need
it, need it because they can’t focus
and they can’t get stuff done on time.
So I think it’s a bit of both. I don’t
think it’s people being lazy.
Q: Did you have anything you
wanted to add?
A: Not really offhand. Sometimes,
when people have heard that I have
done it once or twice, then they’re
like, automatically assume that I will
again. And I just don’t. My friends
will ask, and I’m like, ‘You know I
don’t.’ So, I just kind of blow it off.

This in-depth report was required as a

Year In Review
Chronie Crew 2011

Sam South
This year: Asst. marquee editor
Next year: Co-news editor
“Harder news means more caffeine”

Molly Willms
This year: Marquee editor
Next year: Managing editor

Zak Killermann
This year: Magic player
Next year: Online editor
“AFK.”

Hannah Swift
This year: copy editor
Next year: Associate editor

Jason Tham
This year: Staff writer
Next year: Opinions editor
“Tell me what you think.”

Tara Gorman
This year: Staff photographer
Next year: Visuals editor
“Visuals is gonna be ridonculous.”

Beatrice Chung
This year: Asst. Visuals editor
Next year: Graduating

Mike Runyon
This year: New media editor
Next year: Co-news editor

Melanie Ovel
This year: Sports editor
Next year: Sports editor

Megan Junkermeier
This year: Opinions editor
Next year: Graduating

Chris Bremseth
This year: Copy editor
Next year: Can’t take it anymore
“Perfect; put it in there.”

Jun-Kai Teoh
This year: Managing online editor
Next year: Editor-In-Chief
“Shit’s getting real ‘yo”

Casey Cromwell
This year: Asst. news editor
Next year; Graduating
“The Chronicle will survive!”

Emily Peterson
This year: Editor-In-Chief
Next year: Graduating

Kelsey Krucker
This year: Advertising manager
Next year: Advertising manager
“Thank you, clients and staff.”

Michael Vadnie
This year: Adviser
Next year: Adviser

Mosby
This year: Kai’s dog
Next year: Chronicle mascot

Chance
This year: Emily’s dog
Next year: Dog food model
“Woof.”

Emilie Thiessen
This year: News editor
Next year: Graduating
“Time for a bath and a long nap.”

Nishma
This year: Business manager
Next year: Business manager
“Everyone is going to get paid.”

“I’m glad to travel the road less traveled.”
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Assault
Continued from Page 1

Sarah, Ann, Desiree, and Kimber did not
provide their last names to the conference.
The facilitator Nancy Bronson of Women’s
Center had short details about the speech for
the day.
Sarah said how the abusive experiences
she went through as a child affected her life
as an adult. She remembers that at the age
of 5, her own father sexually abused her.
When Sarah got married, her husband used
to abuse her for sex every night. Another
harsh memory for her was that when she was
babysitting at the age of 11, the baby’s father
threatened her by showing a knife to get sex.
However, Sarah is now separated from
her husband. She tried to talk with an advocate but they did not response to her. She
began to drink alcohol, and once she was
offered for prostitution but she rejected to do
so.
She said the horrible events have been
engraved onto her memory so hard that it
is nearly impossible for her to ever forget it.
Talking about her experiences is the only way
she can live freely from her past, she said.
Ann said that though she is married, her
in front of audiences makes her stronger,
Ann said.
Her neighbor raped her at the age of 5,

tried to share her condition to her mother,
her mother told her to forget the story. In
addition, her advocate also did not response
well to the offenders. She lost her faith in
god.
Desiree said that her friend raped her at
the age of 12. She was frequently raped until
the age of 19.
“When I was at the Hallowing party, I got
drunk, and when I wake up in the morning I
found somebody had raped me and tried to
rape me for second time,” Desiree said.
She used blades to hurt herself. So,
Desiree was kept in mental hospital for three
weeks. She also said that she saw her offender
while she was walking in the road that reminds her past. She found writing is the best
solution to forget the painful memories.
Kimber told the conference that she was
about her rape. When Kimber tried to convey her story to everyone, she felt uneasy.
She was full of tears and went to restroom for a small break. After a while Kimber
came back. She seemed relax and wanted to
share her memories.
“I was raped for several times as well,”
Kimber said. Using drugs and alcoholic
drinks was the reason for being raped by four
guys at once.” Her brother-in-law had also
tried to abuse her sexually.
Kimber was married one year ago, she
said. Her memories are her enemy, which
makes her crazy most of the time.
Those four Panelists said they have not
their stories and talked about sex with their
children yet. But they would prefer to talk
with them from now on.

Restructuring
Continued from Page 1

“When layoffs come, based on
our contracts all temps have to be
gone, which leaves a vacancy that
a permanent employee could slide
into,” Johnson said. “Many of the
vacancies on campus that have been
which is good, because the temps

“I

become ASFCME members.”
In addition to the BESI reductions, the University has reduced
general maintenance workers by
maintenance workers by one, two
tradespeople in maintenance, and
also a mechanic’s position.

think the administration doesn’t realize how much we do.”

Kimberly Johnson
President of AFSCME
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The Clothesline Project, organized by the women studies at SCSU, was created for the
awareness of sexual and domestic violence, hate crimes and child abuse.

Sexual assault could hurt physically as
well as mentally, Bronson said.
Meanwhile, one of the male audiences
asked a question that is there awareness programs for male too. Desiree answered, “This
could happen to anyone. But men are less
willing to share their stories.”

Ludwig said that SCSU was not
expecting dramatic growth, adding
“This is not the exact level of staffing we would like to provide, but we
believe we can provide good service
to students.”
AFSCME has not seen a growth
in membership in eight years.
Johnson said, “I think the
administration doesn’t realize how
much we do. We are the frontline to
the students. We are the one’s providing the services to the students
when faculty aren’t here, when they
answering the questions. We’re doing the customer service.”
Those who received a BESI will
be retiring May 31. The restructuring of the positions will happen on
July 1.

Women
Continued from Page 1
individual, and the key
players are advocated, policy
makers and lobbyists. The
general focuses of reproductive
rights are abortion rights and
the option to family planning
resources.
reproductive Health is
more about the delivery of
these services and rights that
maintain. It is focused on the
community as a whole and
about promoting and ensuring
that services are available to all
provide exceptional sex education in schools. Improving and
expanding services is the key
goal of reproductive health.
“If we have the legal rights,
and we have access to the services, what else do we need?”
Wendy Brovold, Communications and Fundraising Direction at Pro-Choice resources,
rhetorically asks the audience.
reproductive Justice is
what else we need. It is about
organizing individuals as well
as communities. It attempts to
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ratify the problem of the lack
of self-determination and the
lack of dignity certain groups
of people are not provided.
Nikki Madsen and Wendy
Brovold both work at ProChoice resources which, as
their website states, “is a wideranging, grassroots organization located in Minneapolis,
Minnesota working to provide
a full span of reproductive
health services to women and
youth; advocacy, access, education and empowerment.”
As the event was coming to
a close Madsen and Brovold
continued to emphasize how
important it is for “reproductive justice organizations to
connect their work to other human rights organizations. You
need to work human rights organizations, you need to work
with LgBT organizations and
communities of color to make
sure that the systemic change is
going to happen.”
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Students were involved in group
activities in Women on Wednesday.

However, National Sexual Violence resource Center provides awareness programs
and prevention ideas to everyone, said Ann.
About 75 percent of offenders know their
victims, and rest 25 percent is unknown ones
who did sexual harassment.

Mentors speak on
violence prevention
Bandana Khakurel
Staff Writer

Steve Budke, coordinator for Mentors
in Violence Prevention
(MVP) and Andrea
Winkels, a junior
studying psychology at
SCSU, gave a presentation in Stewart hall last
Wed. The program
started at 5 p.m. and it
lasted for 45 minutes.
Winkels started the
program with introduction.
The event was
a workshop which
jointly organized by
the Women Center
and MVP had a lot of
interactive discussions.
Each discussion started
with a question.
“What does leadership mean?” asked
Budke.
The attendees
had various responses.
Some of the responses
were; strength, conhumility, determination
and so on.
The next question
was, “What does it
mean to be a bystander?”
The response was
someone who is passive, unmotivated and
someone who watches.
Lee LaDue, coordinator of Sexual Assault
Services at the Women
Center was also present at the event. She
listened intently as the
attendees shared their
opinion. When Budke
introduced her to the
group, she smiled and

said, “I am a bystander.”
After few interactions on leadership
and bystander, Budke
moved to the sexual
assault matter. He
asked “Is it okay for
two intoxicated adults
to engage in sexual
activity?”
The room divided
itself to three groups;
students who said
yes, students who said
no and students who
were not sure. Each
group was then asked
to provide a reason for
their belief. The group
interacted with healthy
discussion on what they
felt.
Chaw Kalayar, a
graduate student from
Burma said, “I am not
sure because it depends
upon the level of
intoxication.”
“I think it also depends upon how much
a person knows the
other person in order
to trust him or her,”
she added.
The discussion
got intense with the
next question which
asked if women should
be blamed for the
clothes they wear. The
group discussed about
whether women should
not be blamed for what
she wears. The group
came with various answers such as blaming
women gives offenders
a chance to put blame
on the woman when
she gets sexually assaulted.
As the discussion continued, the
attendees came up

with various conclusions such as women
are partly to be blamed
because nobody wears
miniskirts and go to
the bars unless they
have some reason or a
female may not wear
provocative clothing
only to impress men or
to get a guy. She might
and compete with her
girlfriends or other girls
who dress in a similar
fashion.
Budke then said
that a person is vulnerable to assault if he/
she is drunk but being
drunk does not mean
asking for it. Similarly, a person may be
vulnerable to rape if
dressed in a certain
way but she/he is not
asking for it.
Kalayar was enthusiastically participating
in and listening to the
discussions.
“A lot of students
come to these events
as their class requirement.” She said “ I am
not doing it for any of
my classes but because
I interested in learning
about sexual assault.”
Kalayar said that
she plans to attend few
more events organized
by the Women Center
for the month of April.
Approximately 20
people were present in
the event.
The event ended
with a scenario and
scenario.

Sleep deprivation is unhealthy for college students
Shannon Koestler
Contributing Writer

SCSU junior Nick Sundberg slowly fell
asleep as his professor lectured. After the
lecture, he woke up and realized that he had
missed everything his professor had said.
The lecture may not have been dull, but
Sundberg said he falls asleep during at least
one class a week. Because Sundberg doesn’t
get enough sleep at night, causing him to fall
asleep during class, he is sleep deprived.
“Sleep deprivation is mainly just the
fact that a person isn’t getting enough sleep
at night,” said Mary Bodvarsson, assistant
professor of psychology.
“The reason why sleep deprivation is so
common among college students is because
in a college setting, it’s hard to get enough
sleep,” Bodvarsson said. “The college envistudents to get enough sleep. They have
homework they have to do and then there
are the many distractions that cause them to
become sleep deprived.”
Sundberg is a full-time student with a
job, which is one of the reasons he doesn’t
get enough sleep.

“The reason why I get the amount of
sleep that I do is because I procrastinate on
my homework,” Sundberg said. “I stay up
late playing video games and I also have
work. on average, I would say I get about
six hours of sleep a night.”
“When a student is sleep deprived, they
cannot properly process everything that
happens, such as lecture notes or instructions given,” Joseph Melcher, psychology
professor, said.
Falling alseep in class is not uncommon,
according to St. Del Marie rysavy, a computer science professor.
“I would say I have at least one to two
students fall asleep during each of my
classes daily,” rysavy said.
College students are given a lot of homework and when some students have a job,
too, it is hard for them to get enough sleep
each night.
“I get, on average, about eight hours of
sleep a night,” said Aaron McCrory, fulltime student without a job.
Bodvarsson added, “Students ages 18
to 21, should be getting about nine hours
of sleep a night and students ages 22 to 25
should be getting at least eight.”
Lack of sleep can have many side-effects

according to Bodvarsson.
“Your mood suffers really quick when
being deprived of sleep,” Bodvarsson said.
“Not getting enough sleep effects your cognitive thinking skills and can make it harder
to pay attention in class or do homework
well.”
Melcher said there were ways to avoid
becoming sleep deprived.
“The best way for students to assure they
get enough sleep is by allowing enough time
for the amount of sleep that they know they
need, and to do what they can do to make
sure that it is high quality sleep, free of
distracting noises,” Melcher said.
Examples of distracting noises can be
the television, listening to the radio, or
listening to music.
“Students should sleep as long as they
can, and taking naps is a great thing too,”
Bodvarsson said. “Listen to your body, and
when it feels tired, go to sleep.”
The amount of homework students
receive can be a key factor in the amount of
sleep they get.
“I think the amount of homework I give
is enough, but not too much,” rysavy said.
“All my classes, to be effective, need weekly
homework.”

“I have around one to two hours of
homework each night, but that usually increases everyday,” Sundberg said. “I like my
lifestyle but the only set back is, not getting
enough time for homework.”
By not getting the recommended
amount of sleep a night, many students
perform poorly in class.
Many students have very busy lives and
when trying to juggle work, school and even
other activities, it can lead to fewer hours of
sleep and there are dangers associated with
lack of sleep according to Bodvarsson.
“Sleep Deprivation has many long term
effects such as, obesity and heart disease,”
Bodvarsson said.
Adults who reported sleeping less than
the recommended seven to nine hours of
sleep per night were more likely to have difA recent study on sleep deprivation also
found that around 60 percent of college
students are sleep deprived.
“More and more people are becoming
chronically sleep deprived, which means
they are not getting enough sleep night after
night,” Bodvarsson said.
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College Survival Guide:
Chapter 11: The “Final” Chapter
Michael Runyon
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Top 10 things professors need to know The Chronicle, 2010
Emily Peterson
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Importance of GPA depends on industry, not personal opinions
Jason Tham
columnist

“For example, consulting and major

I begin hearing rants and complaints
about the school, professors, exams and
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the near future.
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Campbell, national director of College Prep
Programs at Kaplan Admissions, said.

expert, founder, and president of Come

The opinions expressed on the Commentary and
Opinions pages are not necessarily those of the college,
university system or student body.
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Her Song celebrates tenth year
Molly Willms
marquee editor

After ten years, Her Story, Her
Song remains a powerful connection between the arts and civil
service.
The annual concert is a collaboration between the SCSU
Music Department, Bethlehem
Lutheran Church and a local
charity. The SCSU Women’s
Choir and the Cantabile Girl’s
Choir perform a concert and do
other activities to raise awareness
for that year’s cause.
a partner that’s an agency that
somehow serves women and
children or has kind of a female
focus,” said Mary Jo Bot, conductor of the Women’s Choir.
This year’s project was Central
Minnesota Habitat for Humanity’s Women Build project. The
project is to build a home for a
single-parent family with a special
needs child.
“Being our tenth year, we’ve
made some really interesting connections,” Bot said.
In the past, the concert has
Taskforce on Battered Women;
New Beginnings; the Women’s
Fund of the Central Minnesota Community Foundation;
the Northstar Club of Sartell
Middle School; Parent, Child
and Women’s Services of the St.
Cloud Hospital; Hands Across the
World; the St. Cloud Children’s
Home; St. Scholastica Convent
and Journey Home.
The concert started out as a
performance opportunity for the
female choirs of SCSU.
“We were looking for a
performance opportunity for

the Women’s Choir...” Bot said.
“Someone suggested we join with
Cantabile . . . and then we drew
in one or two faculty members to
perform with us, and it just sort of
started off that way.”
The event is described as “an
opportunity to explore various
aspects of life from the feminine
perspective.”
“To be honest, I don’t know
where the idea came for connecting a community agency,”
said Bot, who has been with the
project for each of the 10 years
of its existence. “But I think after
component. And once we did it,
we were hooked. It’s so worth doing. We get so much more out of
it than we put in.”
The performance is a mix of
verse and song. SCSU Professor Marcelyn Smale read poetry
between songs, including Micere
Githae Mugo’s “Deaughter of My
People, Sing!” Patricia MacLachlan’s “What You Know First” and
Joyce Rupp’s “rest your dreams on
a little twig.”
Songs included the Women’s
Choir singing “Pueblito, Mi Pueblo” by Carlos Guastavino and
“The Road Home” by Stephen
Paulus. Cantabile’s songs included
“I Dream a World” by Andre
Thomas and “Stand Together” by
Jim Papoulis. Some songs featured
and faculty.
The theme of the evening
was the various meanings of the
concept of home.
“In this concert, a lot of the
music and the poetry focused on
different ways to view home,” Bot
said. “There are lots of ways to
view home, and I think the music
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Her Story, Her Song is a female-focused choir concert that is presented yearly by the SCSU Music Department.

That was kind of a fun thing to
explore.”
Prior to the concert, all the
members of the Women’s Choir
volunteered at a fundraising event
for Women Build.
The Cantabile Choir had a
performance during the event and
was unable to volunteer. For their
of home to them and made origami houses inscribed with wishes
for the family receiving the house.
“From our perspective, it was
a wonderful opportunity to collaborate and partner with an entirely

new constituency,” said Michelle
Redding, the development director of Central Minnesota Habitat
for Humanity.
Redding said Women Build is
an opportunity for women both
to serve the community and help
themselves.
“Women Build is an opportunity for women in the community
to come together in community
and compassion and learn about
the issues around affordable housing and the need to help people,”
Redding said.
The hope is that the choirs

can reach out and help the community while also taking value
away from the experience.
“We try and use it as a tool for
the students learning a lot about
other kinds of things too,” Bot
said.
“The students, I hope, come
away with the sense that they have
some power to make change in
the world or affect their communities. Even when we do it in
small ways, we are all capable of
doing that.”

Summer Music Festivals of 2011
Samantha South

asst. marquee editor

Preparations for summer
music festivals are underway
as spring session comes to
an end.
Sunshine, barbecues,
boat rides and more. We all
know summer is on its way
and, whether it’s snowing
or raining, the end of the
semester brings about our
summer season.
Some of us will be
taking summer classes and
others will prepare themselves for three months of
relaxation and going home
to spend time with family. Yet, whether students
go home for the summer
or stay in the area, major
festivities will be happening
everywhere.
It’s time to think about
summer activities and
purchasing tickets for festivials. Soundset Festival and
Lollapalooza are just a few
planned for annual summer
performances.
Soundset will be holding its fourth annual festival
this summer. The music
festival is a one-day, outdoor
hip-hop and rap festival that
varies with national headliners, and showcases local

artists signed to the Rhymesayers record label, including Atmosphere. 40 artists
will perform nine hours of
diverse music on two stages
throughout the day. over
the years attendance has
been up to 18,000 people
but Soundset is expecting to
be even bigger this year.

Soundset 2011 include:
Atmosphere, Big Boi, De
La Soul, Slaughterhouse,
Brother Ali, Doomtree,
Evidence x Rakaa-Iriscience
x DJ Babu, Mac Miller,
Curren$y, Blueprint, Grieves
& Budo, Zion I & The
Grouch, Sab The Artist, DJ
Abilities, Face Candy, Edan
with special guest Paten
Locke, Macklemore & Ryan
Lewis, Looptroop Rockers, Rubberoom, Soulcrate
Music, 2Mex, Mr. Gene
Poole, Qwazaar, Longshot, MaLLy, Desdamona,
Duenday, Midwest Konnect,
Rocky Diamonds, Stage
one, Shortkut, Noam The
Drummer, Exile, Maseo,
Skeme Richards, Kid Cut
Up and Espada. Hosted by
Toki Wright, Carnage and
Kevin Beacham.
Soundset will be held
in the Canterbury Park in
Shakopee, MN on Sunday,

May 29th. Tickets are available at www.ticketweb.com
or can be purchased at the
door for $38.
Lollapalooza is more of
a distance to travel and is
targeted towards the end of
the summer. Lollapalooza
is a music festival that has
been providing diverse
music for 20 years now. It is
spanned over 115 acres with
multiple stages. over 130+
artists will be performing
everything from hip-hop,
electronica, reggae, indie,
rock, modern roots, and
other types of music.

Lollapalooza 2011 include
Eminem, Foo Fighters,
Coldplay, Muse, Flogging
Molly, Atmosphere, Bright
Eyes, Arctic Monkeys, RATATAT, Cage the Elephant,
oK Go, Manchester orchestra, Cultz, The Drums,
Black Lips, REPTAR, Maps
& Atlases, Young The Giant, Tennis, An Horse, Walk
the Moon, Tab the Band,
Typhoon, Electric Touch,
Ruby Jane, Girls Talk, Kid
Cudi, Pretty Lights, Afrojack, and more.
Lollapalooza will be held
in Grant Park in Chicago,
Illinois, on August 5-7. Tickets can be purchased http://

www.lollapalooza.com/tickets/ for around $200.
other major music festivals include Bella Tempo,
Moondance Jam, WE Fest,
and Vans Warped Tour.
Bella Tempo is a music
festival providing mostly local Minnesota and Wisconsin entertainment. The musical selection is anywhere
from rock, folk, and rap, to
electronic and experimental.

include: Lotus, Buckethead, Keller Williams and
the WMDS, Tea Leaf
Green, 7 Walkers, EoTo,
Big Gigantic, The Wood
Brothers, BoomBox, Beats,
Antique, Pert Near Sandstone, Eliot Lipp, Paper
Diamond, Pimps of Joytime,
Gift of Gab, Heatbox, The
New Reb, Mr. Lif, Keys N
Krates, Virtual Boy, More
Than Lights, Van Ghost,
Inspired Flight, The Mark
Joseph Project, Kinetix, God
Johnson, Roster McCabe,
Cymatic, Nicholas Mrozinski & The Feelin Band, Dj
Applejews Tribute to James
Brown, T.U.G.G., The
Histronic, Goulash, Blaze 1,
Boys n’ the Barrels, Absolute
Grüv, Ifdakar, Sans, Souci
Quartet, Useful Jenkins,
Soap, Dead Larry, I like you,

Lunar Funk Theory, The
Workshy, Debra G, Dalia,
and Duenday.
Bella Tempo will be
held in Harmony Park in
Geneva, Minnesota on May
27-29. Tickets can be purchased online at http://bellamusicfest.com/get-tickets/
or at any Electric Fetus.
on a different note,
Moondance Jam provides an
all-around classic rock playlist. Artists such as Hairball,
KISS, Paul Rodgers, Eddie
Money, outlaws, Joan Jett
and the Blackhearts, Stone
Temple Pilots, 3 Doors
Down, Cracker, Burton
Cummings, Candlebox,
Great White, 38 Special,
Cain, TBA, and more.
Moondance Jam is held
in Walker, MN, about three
hours north of the Twin
Cities. The music festival
starts in mid July, from July
13 until July 16. Tickets
can be purchased at http://
www.moondancejam.com/.
For country music fans,
WE Fest is the biggest music
festivals, planned before
every summer. Some of the
biggest names in country
music play at this three
day festival, held at Detroit
Lakes, about four hours
northwest of the Twin Cit-

ies. Artists include. Sugarland, Rascal Flatts, Miranda
Lambert, Lynyrd Skynyrd,
and Brad Paisely. WE Fest
is from August 4-6. Tickets
can be bought at https://
www.wefesttickets2011.
com/.
Vans Warped Tour is for
all those hard rock and punk
rock fans out there. This
one-day indie, alternative
rock festival is held in the
parking lot of Canterbury
Park Racetrack in Shakopee, Minnesota. The times of
the artists performing each
year are usually not visible
for the public until the day
of the performances. Some
of them a include A Day to
Remember, 3oH3, Attack
Attack, Gym Class Heroes,
Asking Alexandria, The
Devil Wears Prada, and Less
than Jake.
This one-day music
festival is on July 10. Tickets
can be purchased at http://
vanswarpedtour.com/.
other festivals such as
art shows and expos occur
throughout the summer
also. To get more information on all festivals throughout this upcoming summer,
go to http://festivalnet.
com/state/minnesota/
mn.html.
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Pioneer
wraps
up with
Shue

‘Jersey Boys’:
Oh, what a night
Emily Peterson
editor in chief

“Jersey Boys” can be contion of “unapologetic”.
of four-letter words to the
depictions of time spent in
jail, the production of “Jersey Boys” at the Orpheum is
a real musical about the real

Kristian Helgeson

contributing writer

In early May, Pioneer
Place will be hosting the
eigner.”

Based largely in New
Jersey, the musical takes the
viewer from the very begin-

written by Larry Shue in
his death in a plane crash at
age 39.
The cast for the performance at Pioneer Place
is made up of local actors
such as David Tufford,
Zach Curtis, Ari Hoptman,
Karen Thompson, Michael
Lee, and other actors. The
production is directed by
Peter Moore, who has
worked on many previous
Pioneer plays in the past.
The actors all come
from varying levels of
experience with this show
in particular and theater in
general.
Tufford is the cast member
newest to this play.
Michael Kelley, Artistic
Director at Pioneer Place
said, “Having newer cast
members changes the play
by giving it new life.”
Zach Curtis is an actor
well-versed in this play, having worked on this play with
other acting groups.
“Having Zach in the
performance is great be-
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energetic fan in the audience
to a member of one of the

‘The Foreigner’ is the comedy classic that will end Pioneer’s 2010-11 season.

cause he knows the play so
well,” Lee said.
Michael Lee, a wellknown actor in the central
Minnesota area, has starred
in the “Don’t Hug Me”
series in the St. Cloud.
Another locally-known
actor is Karen Thompson,
who recently performed in
Pioneer Place’s production
of “The Seagull.”
revolves around the main
character Charlie, played
by Ari Hoptman. Charlie is taken on a vacation
his friend, but Charlie is

his friend, tells others at
the resort that Charlie is a
foreigner who doesn’t speak
any English, but Ellard,
played by Zach Curtis, is
a boy with developmental
disabilities who attempts to
teach Charlie English.
Thus, in Kelley’s words,
“Hilarity ensues.”
unfolds with many twists
and some self-discovery for
Charlie.
The set being used for
this production has been
with the play for years. It
was originally built and
Theater in Minneapolis and
then used by Paul Bunyan

Play House in Bemidji.
The set itself is a very
large two story hotel, which
not only includes the indoor
scenes, but outdoor scenes
as well. It isn’t kept at
Pioneer Place, which also
means that the production
company has to carries it
with them when they take
the show on the road.
The performance opens
three weekends. ThursdaysSaturdays the shows will
start at 7:30 p.m. On Sundays it will begin at 2 p.m.
Tickets cost $24 for
Pioneer Place also offers
special rates for groups.

groups of the time.
The cast performance
was excellent, surpassing
the expectations created by
watching short YouTube
clips of previous productions.
Each member of the
cast fully owned the characters they were representing,
which adds to the depth
needed to fully portray
the complex relationships
between members of the
trust, loyalty and anger.
As the portrayal of a real
story, there is nothing considered taboo on stage.
acters are arrested, slapped,
lose their virginity, hint at
their sexual orientation and
suffer the loss of marriages
and loved ones.
Arguably most important
to the portrayal of a real
story, the voices of the four
main characters rival that of
the original members of the

The songs, based on a
foundation of deep appreciation and skill from the actors,
brings the audience feelings
of child-like excitement and
feelings of nostalgia.
This feeling of nostalgia
ing, on-screen techniques.
Live cameras on stage
serve the purpose of prop
and also project images, poor
quality and color reminisscreen over the stage.
In addition to the cast
performance, the production
work shows the true dedication to the performance an
entire crew has provided.
One of the most exciting
on-stage elements is the use
of transitions.
What was once a jail cell
is transformed to the set of
the “Ed Sullivan Show” as
props seem to glide on and
off stage on their own.
The use of a twisting and
turning drum kit is one of
the most exciting elements of
the production.
All of the scene transitions occur smoothly, giving
a seemless introduction to
the next story and the next
song.
The only drawback of
this performance is that,
eventually, the transitions
stop, the actors bow for the
close.
“Jersey Boys” is the
perfect example of how one
act of genius can inspire
another. It fully captures the
and all.
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Latest Mortal Kombat is a bloody good time
pion of previous rounds. If someone beats
the champion, they become the new champion, and the old champion goes to the
back of the line. Also, after each match, the

Brent Johnson
game review

The new Mortal Kombat game, now
available on the Xbox 360 and Playstation

chance to give a score to the winner, which
will award the winner with respect points.
Those respect points build up over time,
and can be used as the ultimate companion
to bragging rights.
Unfortunately, online play can be
marred at times by lag. It’s not a frequent
occurrence, but when it happens, it can
greatly effect the gameplay, and truly make
someone just feel like quitting.
One other thing that is new to this rendition of Mortal Kombat is X-ray moves,
enhanced moves, and breakers. All of these
are fairly easy to pull off, and very entertaining to watch. They add more violence
and blood-spill, while giving less experienced players a more wide open move set.
On that note, this game is great for

ing with blood, gore, and cheesy humor.
“Mortal Kombat 9,” better known simply as “Mortal Kombat,” takes a return to
its blood-dripping roots that the fans know
and love, last seen in “Mortal Kombat:
Armageddon.” Aside from bringing back
the brutality that the series is known for, the
“Mortal Kombat” is loaded with content. There are a variety of game modes.
The basic “Arcade Ladder” mode, which
has existed in every true Mortal Kombat
game, is still there with the ability to choose
against ten simultaneous opponents.
There is a new “Tag Team Ladder,” in
which the player can either use two characters instead of one, or they can team up
with a friend, and each person will control
one character.
The game also brings back classic minigames, such as “Test Your Might, Sight
and Strike,” and the brand new “Test Your
Luck” mode, which allows the player to
spin a slot machine that will choose their
opponent, and any other factors that can
totally randomize their match, such as no
arms, no heads, or playing upside-down.
Other forms of content in the game are
the “Krypt,” featuring hordes of unlockable items, and the “Nekropolis” which is
attached to the “Krypt,” where you can see
your statistics, and everything that you’ve
unlocked. The features don’t stop there, in
addition to all of that, there is a 300-level
high “Challenge Tower,” a story mode, and
on-line modes.
The story mode comes as a huge surprise. It seems almost impossible at times to
but this game truly goes against the grain in
that category. While the story is not worthy
and it’s completely loaded with cheesy
dialogue, it’s extremely entertaining and it
challenges you with each of the characters
games have a story for each character, but
“Mortal Kombat” actually weaves them all
together, with one character’s story leading
into the next.
The actual story for the story mode
begins at the end of “Mortal Kombat:
Armageddon.” Shao Kahn has won the

Mortal Kombat 9 is bloody, gory fun for any gamer.

Mortal Kombat tournament, and he is
in the process of merging Outworld and
Earthrealm; an event which would, obviously, cause massive amounts of chaos.
Raiden then sends messages to himself
in the past through the form of visions,
which his past-self then sees. After that,
of events that will prevent his visions from
happening, and he goes on a search for a
combatant that can destroy Shao Kahn
once and for all.
The story mode does have a few probmode seem completely forced as far as the
storyline goes, and it seems like you’re just
tion.
Another big problem lies in the
cutscenes. They are fun to watch, yes, but
you only need to see them once. It seems
that at NetherRealm, they believed differently. There is no way to skip a cutscene,
so if you quit the game to come back later,
you must re-watch a cutscene that you
may have already seen, and some of these
cutscenes are long.
Aside from the small gripes, the story
mode is a great way to learn how to play
the game. You get a chance to use each
character, and learn about their backthem.

The “Challenge Tower,” another great
mode in the game, does not disappoint
either. There is a huge variety of chalother random modes that the crew threw
in there to mix things up a little bit. A nice
feature, aside from all of the variety, in the
“Challenge Tower,” is the ability to skip.
Some challenges may seem impossible for a
few players, but they need not fear! As long
as they have enough “koins” saved up, they
can easily skip a challenge, and move on to
the next.
You earn “koins” from playing in almost
all of the game modes. Some modes, such
as the story, earn more “koins” for players
than others do, but most will get the player
closer to their ability to skip, if they need it.
“Koins” can also be used to unlock content
in the “Krypt.” After all 300 missions, if
will be rewarded nicely.
Online play seems slightly different than
lobbies aren’t loaded with people that spam
impossible moves and completely unstoppable combos. Players will have to be smart
when facing other players of all different
kinds, but no match seems impossible.
There is also a mode inside called
“King of the Hill,” where players pool up
into a room and face off against the cham-

as well as those who are very experienced.
The beginning learning curve isn’t steep,
and the more you play, the better you will
get, guaranteed. The game can be scaled
to your level, even for those of you who
believe you are truly awful, and you should
see improvement in no time. If not, never
fear, there is a tutorial as well, for those who
are entirely helpless.
However, any player will probably have
He is incredibly cheap, and will take a few
bosses are supposed to be though, the hardest challenge in the game, right?
“Mortal Kombat” is a great addition to
a long-running, brutally violent series. The
fatalities are as gory as ever, and there’s
tons to the already wonderful formula, and
the few problems that do mar the game
will never be enough to make anyone want
to quit entirely, maybe just move to one of
the other unmarred game modes. “Mortal
Kombat” is an amazing game and should
feed on and steal gamers’ souls for years to
come.
have already played, and are craving even
more Kombat, downloadable content is on
its way soon, and it’s coming in the form
Scarlet.
Disclaimer: This game is not for the
faint of heart. Seriously.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

AT T E N T I O N

FEMALES AND MALES
Private in 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, Laundry,
Parking Avail. 6/1/11 and
8/1/11 E.P.M 251-6005

UNIVERSITY APTS LARGE
2 Bedrooms Close SCSU,
Heat,Studios,Ones 320251-8284,320-250-8666
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

3 OR 4 BDR 1BLK FROM
Campus 2 Full Baths AC, DW
Heat Paid 10 or 12 Month
Leases Security 493-9549

ONE TWO AND 3 BEDROOM
Close SCSU, Also Studios,
Houses, Call 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

2BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
CAMPUS DW/AC Heat Incl.
10 or 12 Month. 493-9549

LOOKING FOR
Roommates to Share New 4 BDR
House $275 Call 320-309-4148

4 BDR APT 2 FULL
Baths Heat Incl. DW/AC
Security BLDG 10 or 12
Month Leases 493-9549

5 BEDROOM HOUSES JUNE
1ST Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608

2,3+4 BDR APT VARIOUS
Locations Heat Incl. DW/
AC Security 493-9549
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER/Fall 2011.
4BDRM & 6/7BDRM.
Call 320-237-7570
CLOSE CLOSER CLOSEST
kenthousing.com or 320-252-5500

UVT’S 4 BDR. TOWNHOME
Pool, Dishwasher Free Parking/Heat 252-2633
WWW.SCSU4RENT.COM
PRIVATE ROOMS AVAIL.
In APTS. And House. Heat PD,
PKG, Close To SCSU. Avail.
6/1 And 8/1. E.P.M. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

HOUSES AND APTS. GREAT
SCSU Locations Heat/Parking
Incl. 251-1925 mpmproperties.net

HOUSES HOUSES HOUSES
1-6 Blocks SCSU. Heat/Parking
Incl. Spacious Rooms. Updated
Dan 251-1925 mpmproperties.net

LIKE NEW APARTMENTS
3+4 Bedrooms, Free
Cable+Internet Plasma TV’s 320259-9673 www.ivyapartments.com

BEACHWOOD 1BR AND 2BR
APTS. 4/1,5/1,6/1,7/1 & 8/1
$395-500 S.E. Location Heat/
Parking Incl. Dan 251-1925

1, 2 BR- JUNE 1ST
$485-575. H, W, G, Cable,
Parking. 320-251-7600 x 559

NOW RENTIN FOR JUNE
2011! Nice 7,8, and 9 Bedroom Houses Close to SCSU.
Call Ryan at 320-761-0911
www.huskyhouses.com

5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
3 BLOCKS TO LIBRARY!
2 Bed Apartment! 320-2291919 www.stcloudrental.com
3 OR 4 BDR APT. IN HOUSE
Heat and Parking Incl 493-9549
ROOMS FOR RENT!
SCSU Area 215/Month!
Heat, Water, Sewer, Garbage,
Cable Incl! 320-229-1919
$50 MOVE-IN BONUS. 2-Big
Bedrooms. Neat/Clean. Includes
Utilities. Possible Caretaking.
Off-Street Parking. $298/ Person.
Near Hallenbeck. 320-679-3852
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
Roommate Matching. Free Parking, & Heat. UVT’S 252-2633
2 BED ROOM APT’S
Includes Parking Ranges
From 330.00 to 360.00 June
Openings Call 320-250-1393
HOMES & APARTMENTS
For Rent www.stcloudhomes.
com Click On St.Cloud Area
Home Rentals Or Call 253-6200
FOR RENT JUNE 1st. NICE
3 BDRM Duplex. Near Hockey
Center. $950 Per Month. Parking
Garage Included. No Pet Ref. Required. Call Louie 320-241-0624

13TH ST APTS: 1 BLK
North of Hockey Center (5th)
3+4 Bed Starting @ $225
Parking, Garages, Laundry &
Onsite Caretaker Remodeled
Units Avail. Josh: 651-2709316 Dan: 651-361-0803
STCLOUDRENTAL.COM
3 AND 4 BEDROOM
APTS. Heat Paid, A/C,
D/W, PKG. Close To
SCSU. 10 And 12 Monthly
Leases. E.P.M 251-6005
exelpropmgmt.com
ONE,TWO,THREE,
Bedrooms, Decks, Houses, Large,
Close SCSU Call 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.com
2 OR 3 BDR ON
Campus10 or 12 Month
Leases Heat Paid 493-9549
UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS.
3 And 4 Bedroom APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
3,4,5, BEDROOM
Apartment 4 Rent Prime Location! Utilities Paid For New Carpet,
New Cabinets, Huge Kitchen, and
Family Rooms! 320-492-123409
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3+4
Bedrooms 320-259-9673
10 Or 12 Month Leases
4-7 BD HOUSES!!
$225 Per RM, Free Parking
On 5th AVE. 241-2667

SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM
2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
Library AC/DW Heat Incl
10 or 12 Month 493-9549
HOUSES STILL AVAILABLE!
Houses! Houses! Houses!
SCSU Area! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
7 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
Rent 2 Blocks from State. $315
Per Room Floors, Windows New
Chris_Chopp@yahoo.com
3+4 BDR APT IN HOUSE
1 BLK From Library D/W
Heat+Parking Incl 10 or 12
Month Lease 493-9549
2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts Close SCSU
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com Call 320-251-8284
AVAIL JUNE/AUG 2011
BDRM&6/7 BDRM Houses
For Rent. Starting At $300
Per/Person. All Util. Included.
Off Street Parking Freee
Landry. Call 320-237-75703
HARD TO FIND! 3 BED
Apartments. 2 Blocks to SCSU!
Call Today! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM
5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbpropertie.com
320-493-2608
4 BED APARTMENTS!
Starting at $215/MO. 2 Blocks
From Library! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
UVT’S FREE PARKING
Large Bedrooms, Pool, Individual
Leases. Microwave, Dishwasher
252-2633 uvtownhomes.com
BEACHWOOD 1BR. APTS.
6/1/11 $400-440 Dan/
Nicole 251-1925
COLLEGE VIEW
Apartments Close to
Hockey Center Now Renting For Fall 320-258-4000
www.granitecityproperties.com
NEW LISTING LARGE
2-BED. APT. Near Hallenbeck Hall Free Off ST. Parking Laundry 265.00 to 289.00
Call Glen 251-0029 If No
Answer Leaave MSG.

5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
WWW.IVYAPARMENTS.COM
5 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
Rent Free Parking Free Laundry Some Utilities Incl. $300
Per Room 235 8th AVE South
Contact Greg 320-980-4034
2-7 BEDROOM HOUSES
325.00 Plus Utilities 320-259-9673

STATESIDE APTS
Spacious 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
parking. Close, quiet.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
1,2,3 &4 BDRM APTS
Great Locations Heat/
Parking Incl. 251-1925
mpmproperties.com
OUT OF THE DORMS!
4BR, 2 Bath. Heat, water,
trash, cable. 320-654-8300

EMPLOYMENT
DANCE AND GYMNASTICS
Instructors For Summer And
Fall St. Cloud School Of Dance
Ultimate Gymnastics 251-3110
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A Weekly Health Note: Weight loss
Patrick Somsen
Contributing writer

Dennis Madden
Contributing writer

Patrick Somsen
Weight loss is the most
ness goal that modern-day
Americans have.
In fact, as a personal
trainer, nine out of every
ten clients that I work with
have that very exact goal.
For some, weight loss
may not be the main
emphasis going into the
workouts, even though
those pesky 3-5 pounds
would be an extra consultation if they ended up going
away as the other goals get
accomplished.
For others, the weight
loss goal is more imperative,
and may even have serious
health implications.
Whatever the desired
amount of weight loss
may be, it’s well known
that achieving and then
maintaining, a healthy
body weight has countless
Losing excess body

es a person’s risk of chronic
disease (heart disease, cancer, diabetes, etc).
Conversely, if a person
has been at a healthy weight
their whole life, but all of
a sudden starts putting on
weight, their risk for developing chronic disease now
its only a couple of pounds

each year).
Contrary to popular
belief, weight gain is not a
natural side effect of the
aging process.
Therefore, its highly
worthwhile to lose the
excess pounds if you have
them and maintain a
healthy weight if you’re
already there.
But as simple as that
sounds, we all know that it
doesn’t always come easy.
To achieve weight loss,
there are several strategies
that can be used to achieve
the desired success you’re
looking for.
In fact, use of some
of the following strategies
simultaneously may even
result in goal acquisition
sooner than expected.
Before I delve into the
strategies, I want to make
one thing clear: healthy
weight loss consists of losing
1-2 pounds per week.

water is virtually impossible
especially if the urge to urinate isn’t being ignored.
The second weight loss

establishing a timeline for
your goals.
A weight loss goal of
20 pounds in two weeks
is not only unreasonable,
but also possibly extremely
unhealthy.

by the end of the day, then
weight loss will not be possible.
Try not to have more

be to drink more water.
Water is the body’s
second most vital nutrient
(right behind oxygen) and is
the body’s natural detoxiIt doesn’t contribute
any calories and instead
takes up space inside your
stomach, leaving you feeling
fuller for longer.
Overconsumption of

contribute any calories to
the body.
bulk, keeping people feeling
fuller for longer, as well as
contributing to a healthy
digestive system.
Check the back of the
food label to see how much
choosing. Both soluble and
weight loss.
The third strategy is
to burn more than you’re
taking in.
The equation is “calories in vs. calories out.” If
you burn more calories
than you’re taking in by the
end of the day, then you’ll
lose weight.
Vice versa, if you’re

in one day.
This would set you at
a weight loss pace greater
than 2 pounds per week,
which may be dangerous.
strategy is to Increase activity level.
The previous three suggestions hit as decreasing
the amount of energy (in
calories) that you’re taking
in.
Increase the amount of
exercise you get each day

will target the other side
of the weight loss equation “calories in vs. calories
out.”
Increasing your activity level (even if its only an
extra 10 minutes of exercise
impact.
Just remember that it’s
much easier to put calories
on than take them off !
consume a meal off the
dollar menu (800 – 1000
calories) where it would
take one to three hours to
burn that same amount
of calories off through
exercise.
Dennis Madden
As a country it’s pretty
clear we have a challenge
with weight loss and it’s not
Busy lifestyles, massive
restaurant portions, fast
food at every corner and a
general decrease in physical
activity contribute to our
country’s weight gain.
And what do we have to
balance that out?
Knowledgeable healthcare providers and educators, community programs
and health class just to
name a few are out there
for you if you need them or
seek them out.
And then there’s the
third side to weight loss,
the side that overshadows
the people who can really
help and gets most of the
attention from the general
public.
The big one of course is

the weight loss industry.
Supplements, pills, programs and plans surround
us in every form of the
media.
A lot of them are
complete garbage and at
best are a waste of money
and at worst a trip to the
emergency room.
So why is this still a
vastly popular and very successful industry?
The likeliest explanation
is that they claim an easy
way out, provide a good
excuse, take the responsibility off the individual or
set you up with a plan so
complicated you feel it just
has to work.
Yes, there are many
medical issues that can contribute to excessive weight,
unfortunately because of
this media monster, many
people search for a source
of blame and overlook
themselves and the choices
they made that got them to
their current state.
There is another
side-effect of the massive
amounts of products and
literature; we are lead to
believe that weight loss is
own without the perfect diet
and maybe a few pills.
The actual process is not
The average person may
ciency, but in general, many
people have a pretty good
idea what is good for him or
her and what contributes to
excess weight.
working a good strategy

into a hectic lifestyle, coming up with a realistic timeline and maybe clearing up
a few myths and knowledge
Professionals such as
dietitians come in handy
here.
The hardest part of
weight loss by far is the will
power to follow through
with your intentions and
this is where a majority of
people fall off.
As a dietitian myself,
I have counseled many
people.
I can almost tell after a
15 minute conversation who
is going to be successful and
who is not.
So what is the difference
between the successful individual and those who aren’t
yet ready?
The successful person is
ready to take some responsibility both in how they
gained the weight and what
they need to do to get it off.
They have to have the
will power to no longer rely
on the easy way out.
It all comes down to the
decisions you make every
time you eat and having the
strength to make the right
ones.
And that is where the
hard work comes in. But
as you build a little momentum it gets easier and
change becomes habit,
which in turn leads to lifelong health and success.
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SCSU
Sports
Schedule
April 29, 2011
Softball vs. Minnesota
State (changed from
April 27)
2:00 p.m.
April 30, 2011
Softball vs. MSU
Moorhead
Away
April 30, 2011
Baseball vs. Minnesota
Crookston
1:30 p.m.
May 1, 2011
Softball vs. Minnesota
Crookston
Away
May 1, 2011
Baseball vs. Minnesota
Crookston
12:00 p.m.
May 3, 2011
Baseball vs. Upper
Iowa Univ.
4:00 pm
May 3-5, 2011
Tennis
NCAA Regional
Tournament
May 7, 2011
Baseball vs. ConcordiaSt. Paul
12:00 pm
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SCSU Baseball wins 8 consecutive games
Melanie Ovel

to left center, Cariveau walked

SportS & FitneSS editor

The SCSU baseball team
won both doubleheaders
against Wayne State College
and University of Minnesota
Duluth before splitting the
weekend against Augustana
College.
The games (previously
postponed) against Wayne
State on April 18 ended with
a 4-0, 14-5 win. This put the
Huskies at 24-6 overall (11-4
NSIC) for the season.
four runs for the Huskies,
with seven hits and three RBI.
Nine players batted with Brian
Hansen scoring twice, Kent
Koch once and Joey Benke
once.
Bottom of the second
inning Hansen scored on a
Peters grounded out to third
base, Hansen advanced to
second base. Travis Enger
singled to right center, allowing Hansen to score.
The second run for the
Huskies came in the bottom of
by Koch to third base. Koch
advanced to second with an
out on a grounder hit by Phil
Imholte. The run came with a
double by Travis Cariveau.
game happened in the sixth
inning with a double to right
center by Benke and a single
by Hansen which allowed
Benke to advance to third.
Hansen stole second before
Benke scored on a single by
Koch. Hansen scored soon
after on a wild pitch. The end
of the game came with a 4-0
score.
The second game against
Wayne State ended with a
score of 14-5. Thirteen players batted with 14 runs, 16 hits
and 13 RBI.
The runs came from
Cariveau (2), Garret Fischer
(1), Jordan Smith (3), Benke
(2), Hansen (1), Enger (1),
Koch (1), Joey Althoff (1) and
Imholte (2).

at 8-0.
Wayne State scored next
with four runs in the fourth inning. These plus one more run
in the seventh inning would
be the only runs scored in the
doubleheader by Wayne State.
The Huskies scored again
in the fourth inning, with two
runs with a single by Benke,
and a triple to left center by
Hansen.
SCSU scored once more
to third base by Imholte and
three more times in the seventh inning by Garrett Fisher,
Cariveau and Smith. The
game ended after nine innings,
with a score of 14-5.
The Huskies played
against the UMD Bulldogs on
April 19, winning the doubleheader, 4-1 and 12-4. These
two wins were the seventh and
eighth consecutive NSIC wins
by the Huskies. After these
games, the Huskies moved to
26-6 overall (14-4 NSIC).
of four runs, six hits and three
RBI. The runs came from
Cariveau, Garrett Fischer,
Smith and Travis Kulla.
Three out of the four runs
by Cariveau, Fischer and
Smith. Kull scored in the sixth
inning, running for Koch who
singled through the left side.
The game ended with a score
of 4-1.
The second game included
12 runs, 20 hits and 12 RBI.
Fourteen players batted, with
eight making runs and 11
hitting.
single bunt. In the second
inning both Althoff and
Cariveau scored on a home
run, hit by Cariveau. Four
cluding Smith, Benke, Hansen
and Imholte.
UMD scored once in the
seventh inning and three times
in the eighth. The Huskies
game, making an even 12

up the middle, right before
Benke hit a home run.
The next six runs happened in the second inning.
Enger walked, Koch singled

UMD ended with a score of
12-4.
The Huskies spent the
weekend in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota at Augustana Col-

PHoTo CoURTESy oF SCSU ATHlETICS

The SCSU baseball team rests in the dugout. The team is 28-8 overall
(16-6 NSIC).
game, ending their eight game
winning streak.
game 9-0. The game included
among those to hit were
Cariveau, Hansen, Smith,
Koch and Jeff Heuer.
The Huskies won the
second game 6-2 with six runs,
nine hits and three RBI. The
and sixth innings, with one in
four in the sixth.
Cariveau scored in the

ond leaving Hansen, Althoff,
Koch and Heuer to score in
the sixth inning.
The third game was
another win for the Huskies as
they beat the Vikings 5-3. The
runs came in the third and
fourth innings, with Cariveau
and Fischer scoring in the
third inning and Koch, Peters
and Imholte right away in the
fourth inning.
The Vikings scored twice
the third, totaling their runs to
three. The game ended soon
after with SCSU hitting only
twice more and Augustana
once.
game 10-9, hitting 10 times
with six RBI. Runs were made
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Logan Bir throws a pitch at home April 7-8 vs.
Winona.
by Enger, Hansen, Cariveau
Hansen scored in the second
inning and in the seventh inning Hansen, Benke, Imholte
and Steve Rindelaub scored.

overall (16-6 NSIC). They will
play at home on Wednesday
against Northern State University. The Huskies will travel
to Crookston this weekend to
play against the University of
Minnesota Crookston.

inning, four in the second,
ninth.
The Huskies are now 28-8

SCSU softball team performs through tough week
Melanie Ovel
SportS & FitneSS editor

The Husky softball team
lost to Wayne State College,
Southwest Minnesota State
University and University of
Minnesota Duluth last week
before winning a doubleheader
against Bemidji State University on Saturday.
The games against Wayne
State, originally scheduled for
Sunday, April 17 were pushed
back due to the weather on
April 16.
The two games were won
with the Huskies scoring in the

Those that scored included
Chris Saiz with a home run in
homerun in the sixth inning,
allowing Kelly olson and
Jackie Dooley to score.
The second game ended
with a score of 5-0 and the
second win of the day for the
Wildcats. The Huskies hit four
and sixth innings.
The Huskies played
against SMSU Thursday, April
21, losing both games 6-0 and
5-0.
Huskies hit three times in the
the end of every inning, the
Huskies had a player on base.

The second game included
two hits in the fourth inning by
Ally Koski and Maggie Dunsmore. The inning ended with
three players left on base. The
Huskies hit once more in the
seventh inning, with a double
to right center by Casey Hiers.
The Huskies played
against UMD on Friday, April
22, losing both games 5-2 and
11-2.
two RBI. The runs came in
the second and fourth innings,
both made by Koski.

sixth inning and twice in the

seventh.
The second game included
RBI. In the fourth inning
Koski and Hogan both hit
home runs.
The Bulldogs scored
11 runs in this game which
included one run in the second
inning and 10 runs in the third
inning.
The Huskies played against
BSU on Saturday, April 23,
winning the doubleheader
10-2 and 3-1. The game consisted of 10 runs, 10 hits and
10 RBI for the Huskies.
The Huskies scored six
scored on an error and then
and scored.
Hiers and Saiz scored next,
after Emily Edgerton doubled
scored soon after. Katie Erickson walked and scored after
SCSU scored four more
runs in the sixth inning. olson
scored on a single to left center
and Hogan hit a home run
with Dooley and Koski on
bases.The second game against
hits and three RBI for the
Huskies.
The runs came in the
-
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Casey Hiers, a freshman from Illinois, bunts during a home game. The last
home game is Friday, April 29.

then advanced to second and
Edgerton scored.
Right after this, olson hit a
home run, allowing Dunsmore
to score. Bemidji only scored
once in the fourth inning.
The Huskies will play
against Minnesota State on
Friday, April 29, for the last
home game of the season.
After this, the Huskies will
go on the road twice more to
MSU Moorhead on April 30
and Minnesota Crookston on
May 1.
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Chris Saiz, a junior from California, throws the ball
from the pitchers mound at Selke Field.
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Williams
Continued from Page 16
social skills, and independence, things every
college student hopes to
achieve. He eventually
proved to be a strong leader
on the football team over
his time spent at SCSU.
“I try to lead more by
example,” Williams said, referring to the football team.
Williams was quick to
name his biggest achievement made at SCSU: getting his college degree.
to accomplish this, it was
truly a gift for Williams
to be able to graduate
with a B.A. in community
psychology and a minor in
human relations.
his senior year at SCSU he
explained that he will miss
the team and the fans.
“I will miss the players
the most and the coaches

that have been there,”
Williams said.
“The fans always kept
me excited, kept me on my
toes.”
Williams said one of
his favorite memories
was, during his red shirt
touchdown as a Husky.
“The coaches didn’t like
it, but the fans went crazy,”
Williams explained.
“From that moment
on, I knew this is where I
wanted to be,” he added.
Williams said he wanted
to thank SCSU for giving
him the opportunities he
had.
“I will never forget what
college provided that opportunity for me,” Williams
said.
As for the future for
this SCSU wide receiver,

Sports & Fitness
Williams has spent most
of spring semester training
for the NFL draft.
Included in this is bringing down his running times.
Over all, Williams is
excited to be a part of it.
“Whatever team that
takes me or allows me to
come in as a free agent, I
just hope they can overlook the fact that I went to
a small school,” Williams
said.
He added he hopes that
people won’t think that he
can’t play because of where
he went to college.
The team Williams
would most like to play
for would the the Green
Bay Packers. It has been a
dream of Williams’ to play
for “his home team.”
“That would be amazing, I think I would literally
cry if the Packers picked
me,” Williams said.
It will be exciting to see
what the future holds for
this SCSU Male Athlete
of the Year.

Thursday, April 28, 2011

MLB
sports
schedule
Thursday, April 28

Rays vs. Twins
GM 1: 1:10pm
Rays vs. Twins
GM 2: 8:10pm
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Fred Williams began playing wide receiver when he
was very young. He played this position all through
grade school and has broken records in his position,
being named the team offensive MVP.

Twins vs. Royals
7:10pm

Cubs vs. D-backs
8:10pm

Continued from Page 16

of a sudden you would hear
this little giggle out of Kelly,
and then before you knew
it she couldn’t stop and
everyone was just laughing
hysterically. She could put

Twins vs. Royals
8:10pm

Saturday, April 30

Laas
The husky softball players wore their jerseys with
a teal ribbon in memory
of Laas and her struggle
with ovarian cancer. Brittany Krieg a teammate
read scripture while Alyssa
Roberts, another teammate,
sang “For Good.”
“Our team is a family in
that we all have a relationship with each other that is
close and special in so many
ways. Kelly’s personality
gave life to our family,” said
Krieg.
Laas was given the
nickname NASCAR. She
was blessed with speed
that allowed her to glide
effortlessly across the grass
according to teammates.
“I will never forget her
laugh,” Dooley said. “She
had the most contagious
laugh.”
“She laughed about absolutely everything,” added
emily edgerton. edgerton

Friday, April 29

a smile
on anyone’s face.”
Father Scott Pogatchnik spoke at the memorial
service. He spoke of stories
that Lizzy Dwyer told him.
Pogatchnik spoke of how
strong, steady, solid and reliable Laas was, like a rock.
Dwyer spoke of a radiance Laas had, like carrying
the sun with her everywhere she went. Dwyer and
other friends told stories
and added a bit of humor
between tears.
Family and friends
spoke of the passion Laas
had for life. Living life to
the fullest, making memories everywhere she went.
“I think as a person she
leaves behind the need to
appreciate life,” edgerton
said. “She loved life and
enjoyed what she did. You
could always tell she lived
in the moment and got the
most out of everything she
did.”
Those who knew her
remember her strength and
courage to go on.
“Her courage will be
something I will never
forget,” Carolyne Schlichte
said. Schlichte is a sopho-

Sunday, May 1

Twins vs. Royals
2:10pm
Tuesday, May 3

Twins vs. White Sox
8:10pm
Cubs vs. Dodgers
10:10pm
Wednesday, May 4
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more catcher/ third base.
“She was like a sister
to me,” Schlichte added.
Schilchte also said that Laas
“She never gave up on
you and you never gave up
on her,” Potter said.
“She is the toughest
person I have ever met,”
added Krieg.

Stories were told and
memories were shared.
“I will always remember
her and am truly blessed
to have known such an
amazing person. She will be
missed and loved forever,”
Dooley said.
A photo said the feeling
that was expressed by many
at the service, “Angel in the

At the close of the memorial service friends and
family lit candles symbolizing the light Kelly brought
to everyone’s lives. They
asked everyone to “spread
Kelly’s light,” to share her
energy, enthusiasm and
love.

Twins vs. White Sox
2:10pm
Brewers vs. Braves
7:10pm
Thursday, May 5
Brewers vs. Braves
7:10pm
Yankees vs. Tigers
1:05pm

Costanzo

Kotschevar

Continued from Page 16
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Costanzo’s family attends
every home meet. His two
sons attend some practices.
“It breaks up the mood
and everyone enjoys when
they come,” Costanzo said.
Wrestling takes up a
lot of his time but said he
is thankful that his wife is
supportive and allows him to
pursue his passion of coaching wrestling.
“The hardest part of
the job is being away from
my family. Another part is
managing everything. From
marketing the program the
right way, keeping alumni
involved, knowing the CeO
skills needed to being visible
in the community,” Costanzo
said.
Costanzo likes the
athletes to be visible in the
community.
Last year wrestling program was part of the Mississippi River clean up.
They also assisted with
the Catholic Charities food
drive, boy scouts and Family
Fun Night on New Year’s
eve.
“We want to give back,”
Costanzo said, adding, “I
give the kids credit for having
a willing attitude about it.”
A younger Costanzo

“My favorite part of this
job is the ability to impact
the lives of the athletes,”
Costanzo said. He enjoys being able to make a difference.
The teaching aspect of
the position and the ability
to give the athletes perspective and build life skills is also
great.
Part of being a coach at
the college level involves being there for the athletes.
“You have to be a friend,
or. You experience the highs
and the lows with them,”
Costanzo said.
You learn this on the job,
there is no school or preparation for this part of the job,
according to Costanzo.
“Nancy and I get calls
late at night and we are there
for them,” Costanzo said.
It is not Costanzo’s goal
to receive these awards. The
most important part is the
student athlete.
“To see them accomplish
their dreams and see them
get awards is more important,” Costanzo said.
“My best moment of
coaching came in March
when John Sutherland at 157
pounds won the National
Championship match. He

or cattle rancher, but the
Costanzo of today is thankful for the opportunity to
have his dream job –coaching college wrestling.

here,” Costanzo said.
“Sutherland’s father
passed away from cancer in Oct. 2010. To see
what Sutherland had been

also have a great Bio-chem.
program here,” Kotschevar
said.
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seasons. Before this, he wrestled through college
and high school, beginning when he was 7.
through and to see how he
a part of it.”
As for receiving the
awards he has this year
Costanzo said he is humbled,
honored and thankful.
It says a lot about the
kids on the team and the

coaches he works with on a
daily basis.
“They make my job
easier,” Costanzo said.

SCSU Kotschevar has
found the University a
place to call home, and she
fully intends to spend the
rest of her undergraduate
years at SCSU as a Husky.
Tennis was not the only
sport Kotschevar played in
high school.
She was a four-year letter winner in lacrosse, with
her lacrosse team winning
state four times.
Not only was she a
three time all-state and
state MVP, she was also a
captain for two years.
Among the other sports
Kotschevar played was
women’s hockey and basketball.
But it seems that tennis
is her true passion as she
explained her dreams of
becoming a coach, perhaps
even at the college level.
“I don’t want to play
competitively,” Kotschevar
said, of her tennis career
after college.
“But I would love to
coach,” she added.
Kotschevar has already
dipped her hands in the
coaching pool as she coaches youth teams around the
communities.

Kotschevar began her
season in early Feb., winagainst MSU Moorhead
and Bethel University.
After three losses to
Carelton College, North
Dakota and St. Thomas,
she went on an eight game
winning streak, but then
lost to Wesleyan University
in early March.
In doubles Kotschevar
and her normal partner,
Freshman Cassandra
Brown from elk River are
15-10.
The two had an eight
game winning streak earlier
in the season.
Kotschevar also played
with junior, Tanya Halloran, winning 8-0, extending
her winning streak to nine
games.
As Kotschevar looks
to the next three years at
SCSU, she hopes to accomplish many things, including perfecting her tennis
expand her coaching experience.
Kotschevar has accomplished much already as
she sets down her goals for
her career at SCSU, with a
chosen major, a coaching
goal for the better part of
her life and the maturity
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Coach of the year: Costanzo
Christian Bursch
staff writer
Huskies, coach Steve Costanzo
has been named coach of the
year at SCSU and was named
NCAA Division II coach of the
year.
Costanzo has been on
the wrestling mat or involved
with wrestling since he was
seven. He has been coaching
at the college level for 13 years.
Costanzo also coached at the
high school level in Colorado.
“I learned a lot about being
organized, dealing with parents and administrators and
that academics and athletics
go hand in hand,” Costanzo
said about coaching at the high
school level.
When Costanzo isn’t working he spends time with his
dren ranging in ages from three
to 13. In the summer he likes
to make up for the time he isn’t
able to spend with them during
wrestling season. Together they
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Justin Morneau signed with the Minnesota Twins in 2008.

Morneau’s
move to
the Twins
Nick Longworth
staff writer

During the wrestling season
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Wrestling head coach Steve Costanzo watching his wrestlers compete. Costanzo was
named the NCAA Division II coach of the 2010-2011 year.

Female athlete of the year: Kelly Laas
Christian Bursch
staff writer
Many gathered for an emotion laden memorial service at
the Newman Center on April
22 to remember SCSU’s female
athlete of the year, Kelly Laas.
Laas was a softball player
with a love for the game, family,
friends and life.
“Kelly is and will be a huge
role model to so many people
as a student, an athlete and
even a woman,” Jackie Dooley,
Laas was dedicated to softball as well as her studies.
SCSU’s President Earl H.
Potter III attended the memorial service.

“Her optimism, resilience
and loyalty had a strong impact
on all of you who knew her.
She enriched your lives, like all
of you enriched hers only to
An emotional Potter continued, “I want all of our students to gain experiences and
knowledge that goes beyond
the classroom… I only knew
Kelly threw her teammates but
I know that Kelly had those
experiences because of the love
you all had for her.”
After Potter spoke he
presented Laas’ family with a
diploma, he said Laas earned.

baseman.
other sport, with full enthusiasm. Having
rocketed through the Twins farm system, he
batting average, 87 homeruns and 153 rBIs.
He also participated in the 2002 and 2004 AllStar futures games.
Morneau made his Twin’s major league
debut in the 2003 season.
He went on to hit four homeruns in the
majors but the majority of his time was spent at
PHoTo CoUrTESy of SCSU ATHLETICS

Kelly Laas with Lizzy Dwyer and Kelly Olson two teammates and friends.
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Male athlete of the year:Fred Williams
Melanie Ovel
sports & fitness editor

Senior wide reciever and
SCSU Male Athlete of the year
fred Williams has always been
a football person, it runs in the
family.
“football has always been
in the household,” Williams
said, explaining that his father
and older brother played, and
both were good. “It was kind of
inherited,” Williams added.
football was not the only
sport that Williams grew up
with. Throughout high school
he played basketball and ran
track. Why did Williams pursue
football if he was so good at
other sports?
The answer: Williams would
receive more attention from colleges with his football skills.
“It would have to be my

junior year of high school when
I decided to pursue football
more,” Williams said.
SCSU, he explained that it felt
like a second home.
“When I came for my visit,
it was warm, I felt wanted,”
Williams said.
Williams also said that the
coaches were nice and welcomthe football team.
“They all treated me like
family, like I was already a part
of the team,” Williams said.
When he started attending
SCSU, Williams’ feelings were
the same as was described during his visit. Williams explained
that he matured in his time
at SCSU. He achieved more
PHoTo CoUrTESy of SCSU ATHLETICS
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Fred Williams being caught by Scott Horvath, offensive
lineman in the 2010 season at the Husky Staduim.

Breakout athlete of the year: Katie Kotschevar
Melanie Ovel
sports & fitness editor
Katie Kotschevar has been
playing tennis for most of her
life and she will keep playing it
long after her college days are
over.
As the “Breakout Athlete of
the year,” Kotschevar has risen
to the top area of stats in Tennis, both in singles (20-6) and
doubles (15-10).
Kotschevar, a freshman
at SCSU, has won 20 singles
matches in her debut season as
a Husky.
“I have been playing with
my brother since I was little,”
Kotschevar said.
“I did dream about playing
tennis in college as far back as
seventh grade.”

It appeared that she had the
talent as well as the ambition.
Not only has she dominated
the tennis court in her freshman year, she was doing it long
before she came to SCSU.
Monticello high school tennis courts knew her well.
With six letters in tennis,
and two time captain and
Kotschevar was on the fast
track to college tennis, which
brought her to SCSU.
“The tennis program is
really good here, and I knew
the coach from high school,”
Kotschevar explained.
She also said that having the
major she wanted was a large
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Justin Morneau was no stranger to sports at
an early age.
Standing 6 foot 4 inches and 225 lbs he
played hockey for his local team - the New
Westminster royals – and emerged as a star
goaltender (choosing his number 33 after former Canadian goaltender Patrick roy).
And then he decided to play baseball
fulltime.
Having already gained notoriety for his hitting and defensive play as a catcher while playing in the National Championships for British
Columbia, the Twins drafted Morneau in the
third round as the 89th overall pick.

Wings.
It was clear to the Twins that Morneau was
a rising star and prior to the 2004 season they
Boston red Sox; the job was now his to lose.
The 2005 season was a struggle for Morneau. After being hit by a pitch in April, he
continued to have nagging injuries and illnesses
throughout the entire season.
Although never able to fully shrug off these
early season setbacks, he gained valuable experience as an everyday starter.
After yet another slow start to the 2006
season, the summer months of June, July and
August saw Morneau take the biggest leap of
his young career.
He raised his batting average nearly 50
points from April to June and another 30 points
from June to July. In addition to appearing atop
the leader board form his batting average, he
rBIs.
on November 21, after the season he won
the American League Most valuable Player
award. Narrowly beating out the yankee’s
Derek Jeter, he became only the fourth Twin to
win the award.
In 2007 Morneau kept on his pace of
progression. Appearing in 157 games, he hit
31 home runs and won the May Player of the
Month award.
He also lifted his celebrity status by appearing on the cover the “The Bigs,” a baseball
themed video game. He was also named to
the 2007 All-Star game and participated in its
partner Home run Derby.
of his labor. on January 25, Morneau agreed
to a six-year, $80 million deal, sealing his place
as a Twin’s elite.
He was yet again selected to the All-Star
game and ended up winning the Home run
Derby (although much of the headlines concentrated around Josh Hamilton’s homerun streak
The 2009 and 2010 seasons were both cut
short due to injury. But aside from injury, it was
Morneau as usual.
In ’09 he hit 30 more homeruns and was
yet again selected to the All-Star game (a
routine trip by this time) but his season was cut
short due to a lower back stress fracture; he was
unable to return for the playoffs.
In 2010 he got off to the hottest start of his
career statistically. But after starting out with a
.345 average he was hit in the head by a pitch
on July 7.
Morneau missed the remainder of the season with effects from post-concussion syndrome
and also had to miss the playoffs again. The
Morneau has been since cleared to play again.
The Twins hope Morneau can return to
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Katie Kotschevar is the breakout athlete of the year with a
singles record of 20-6.

due to an illness that has swept the Twins
games locker room.

